
 

 

 

 

 

 

Details of the performance of the institution in Communal Harmony 

distinctive to its vision, priority and thrust 

 

 

The Kamrup College has been continuously working various fields where it is distinctive from the other academic 

institutions as far its vision, mission and priority is concerned. Some of such distinctive features of the institution are 

as follows. 

        Besides being a centre of higher education in the greater area of west Nalbari, Kamrup College has been 

dedicating itself for the greater interest of social harmony in and around Chamata. The faculty members and the 

students of the college have been contributing a lot towards the building an atmosphere of communal harmony among 

various sections of people including the Hindus, the Muslims  and the Bodos also. 

        During last decade (2012-2021) , the college has conducted various public meets in various institutions so as to 

strengthen the sense of love, brotherhood and tolerance among the common folk. We have received tremendous 

response in this endeavour. 

Kamrup College is a symbol of integrity, unity, solidarity and fellow – feeling. In and outside its campus, there has 

been the rarest of rare incidents of hatred and intolerance. Every year we various scholarly and intellectual personalities 

are invited as resource persons. All kinds of religious and cultural functions are peacefully conducted and attended by 

both the Hindus and Muslims. 

Some of our faculty members join extra-curricular activities with literary and cultural N.G.O.s of greater west Nalbari. 

Besides public meet, there are some programmes like posturing, street – play and interviews with some veteran people 

, which have given us overwhelming feedback. 

        Kamrup College has a dynamic and progressive vision to organise a new society propelled by scientific and 

objective outlook. We have conducted many outreach programmes to make mass people aware of superstition, dowry, 

witch-hunting, child-abuse etc. 

The cultural wing of own college, annually organizes Borgeet and Zikir competitions with a view to generating among 

the students as well as the audience the feeling of unity, peace and humanity. We visit every year some temples and 

mosques within the greater Dharmapur L.A.C. we exchange our views with the devotees there and take part in their 

performances. 

        Education without social stability and communal harmony is not effective for our new generation. Practical 

harmony is not effective for our new generation. Practical knowledge of each and every community of our society is 

essential if we want to address the drawbacks which they suffer from. Literacy works, Cultural Orientation and 

workshop are fruitful for enhancing national integrity. 

Kamrup College has various faculty members and students who have directed their pull towards Social Unity and 

communal harmony 


